
 ‘One’, ‘few’ and ‘many’ 
picture cards

 These Attribute Symbol 
Cards from M2

 A teddy

 15 building blocks

 2 sheets of A4 paper, 1 red 
and 1 blue

 12 small sticks (or straws) –
3 tied together (for ‘few’) 
and 9 tied together (for 
‘many’)

 A musical instrument

 Some music that is ‘noisy’ 
and some that is ‘quiet’

15–20 minutes

ONE, FEW, MANY

Spot the Difference: In front of your child, arrange the pictures of one example of an object, a few of the same object 
and many of the same object in three rows in the same way that they are organised on the resource sheet before you 
cut them up. Make sure that all cards showing the same object are aligned in vertical columns, e.g. one fish, a few fish, 
many fish. Ask your child to think about why the pictures are separated into three rows. Then bring out the Attribute 
Symbol Cards for ‘one’, ‘few’ and ‘many’. Ask your child if they remember what each represents. Then ask them if they 
can work out which row each Attribute Symbol Card belongs to and put the correct card next to each row.

All Mixed Up: Mix up all the picture cards and spread them out well. Give your child one Attribute Symbol Card – one, 
many or few. Ask them to collect all the corresponding picture cards and put them around their Attribute Symbol 
Card.

The Three-Card Game: Give your child three picture cards showing the same object, for example the three butterfly 
cards or the three football cards. As you call out many/few/one in turn they should hold up the corresponding card. 
Play again with another set of three picture cards.

Where are Many? Where are Few? Put out about 15 building blocks. Give your child the two sheets of paper, and ask 
them to put just a few blocks on the red sheet and a pile with many blocks on the blue sheet. Then have Teddy check 
the piles, help correct errors and praise their accuracy.

Your child can distinguish accurately between one, few and many in a variety of active games.
Your child can make sets containing few or many blocks. 
Your child can use bundles containing many or few sticks to represent the distinction between 
noisy and less noisy sounds.

To introduce the mathematical concepts: one – many; few – many; one – few 
To practise distinguishing between one, few and many through kinaesthetic 
activities, and sound and music 
To promote a visual assessment of quantity in comparing sets of objects
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Musical Sticks: Give your child the two bundles of sticks. Play your musical instrument loudly and ask your child to 
listen carefully and decide whether the instrument makes a lot of noise or not. Tell your child: I’m going to play it 
again a few times now. If the instrument is noisy, you must hold up the bundle with many sticks and if it is not as 
noisy, hold up the bundle with few sticks. Ready? Alternate a few times, for example ‘noisy-quiet-quiet-noisy-quiet-
noisy’.

Play the game again using noisy and less noisy examples of music or other sounds, and ask your child to indicate the 
intensity of the sound using the ‘many’ and the ‘few’ stick bundles as before.
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Cut out each of the picture cards separately.
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